An explanation of the induction of mutations by 2-aminopurine from an ab initio molecular orbital study.
The molecular mechanism of induction of mutations by 2-aminopurine (AP) was studied by an ab initio molecular orbital method. Cytosine (C) is converted to its disfavored imino tautomer more easily than AP, judging from the calculated total energies of the bases and the base analogue. This suggests that a stable AP:C base mispair via two hydrogen bonds can be formed with the imino tautomer of C. These results stress the importance of the imino form of C in AP-induced mutagenesis and support the 'trigger mechanism', in which formation of one hydrogen bond between AP and C is considered to stimulate the tautomeric shift of AP or C. The calculated relative stabilities of various base pairs and mispairs were in good agreement with experimental findings.